An Advocate for Peace and a Vanguard for Conscious Evolution

A

New World based on compassion and cooperation is just over the horizon. Already, it exists in
our hearts and minds, and many of us are working diligently to build it! Yet, a major piece of the
puzzle is missing – the collaboration and coordination needed to truly manifest the New World.

Enter the Peace Pentagon HUB, a networking site that identifies and links organizations and
individuals in Virginia who are implementing evolutionary ideas and groundbreaking initiatives. The HUB is
the brainchild of interfaith minister Laura George, a former attorney and founder of The Oracle Institute,
an educational charity dedicated to building the New World.
Located along the New River in Independence, Virginia,
the Peace Pentagon HUB – and the Peace Pentagon – have
been under construction for years. The Peace Pentagon is a
PassivHaus® eco-spirituality center which will serve as the
headquarters for the HUB and Oracle’s other operations: an
award-winning publishing house, spirituality school, and
peace practice. Rev. George readily admits, ”The Virginia HUB
is an extremely ambitious project. We’ll need state-wide
support to pull this off!”
The “HUB” concept is not new. In fact, HUBs are popping up all over
the world: centralized websites that focus on a core theme, foster
collaboration among HUB members, and promise exponential results.
Yet, the Peace Pentagon HUB is unique because it is based on the
“Wheel of Co-Creation” and because futurist Barbara Marx Hubbard is
involved with the Virginia HUB and a California HUB under development.
The Wheel of Co-Creation contains 11 major Sectors of Society and
is based on Systems Theory – the reality that all life forms, all structures
are interconnected and interdependent. The HUB will scan, map, and
connect people and projects that are actively “building the New World.”
Rev. George and Ms. Hubbard met at
the Building the New World Conference,
hosted by Radford University last summer.
Ms. Hubbard visited the Oracle Campus
and toured the Peace Pentagon, declaring,
“This is a Peace Room as sophisticated as a
War Room. A War Room maps enemies
and how to defeat them. A Peace Room
maps innovations, creativity, and newness,
then connects it and communicates it.”

“The Oracle Institute is building a HUB at the
very center of the Wheel of Co-Creation,
whose purpose is to build a New World based
on what’s working. It will become a model
that can be replicated anywhere in the world.”
~ Barbara Marx Hubbard
Foundation for Conscious Evolution

www.TheOracleInstitute.org

A Strategic Center for Building the New World

T

o celebrate the grand opening of the Peace Pentagon HUB, Oracle held an Open House over the
4th of July weekend and officially launched the Virginia HUB on Independence Day. Currently, the
HUB is live and Virginia residents and organizations are encouraged to register as Members.

“The Peace Pentagon is going to serve
as a vibrant HUB to shine a light on
these different emerging initiatives that
are creating the New World.”

~ Philip Hellmich
The Shift Network

The Peace Pentagon HUB also is endorsed by
The Shift Network. Philip Hellmich, Director of
Peace at Shift, is on the Oracle Advisory Board and
he too has visited the Oracle Campus. He states,
“This is such an inspired, deeply inspired vision. And
being here at the Peace Pentagon, I am personally
moved by the presence of the land, the architecture,
the people. I am just thrilled about what is emerging
here at the Peace Pentagon.”

Due to the breadth of the HUB vision, Oracle is putting out
a ‘Call to Volunteers.’ The Virginia HUB will require staff to
monitor what’s emerging in each Sector and to discern which
projects merit special attention and reporting at the HUB.
Registering at the HUB is easy: New Members self-select
their favorite Sector of the Wheel, list their current projects, and
post their website link which is seen by other Members.




During the first stage of development, the HUB will function as a directory of Virginia organizations
and individuals who are building the New World and it will highlight important initiatives in each Sector.
During the second stage of development, powerful software will enable the Virginia HUB to operate
as a multi-media platform for collaboration and coordination among all HUB Members.
When completed, the Peace Pentagon HUB will be networked with HUBs around the world!

Explains Rev. George, ”The HUB is more than
an ‘Angie’s List’ for Lightworkers – it’s a tool for
cross-pollinating crucial ideas in each Sector. Most
of us have been working in ‘silos’ and achieving
linear results. The HUB will facilitate economies of
scale and efficiencies that will enable us to attain
dynamic, exponential results.”
Already, numerous non-profits have joined
and over a dozen Virginians have volunteered.
Please contact Katie@TheOracleInstitute if you
are inspired to help build the New World!

www.PeacePentagon.net

